
 Tirthan- Shoja
28th(night) MARCH’24 - 1st(morning) april'24
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TIRTHAN-SHOJA  FOR US
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Day 0 - Overnight journey from Delhi to Tirthan

Day 1 - Check In to Riverside accommodation, Hike to Sarchi
followed by a sunset from the picturesque meadows. O/N
Tirthan 

Day 2 - Post Lunch trek to Raghupur fort. Stargazing at Night.
O/N camp Raghupur Fort

Day 3 - Post breakfast, descend to Shoja and freshen up.
Secret Waterfall trek followed by sunset at Firgun cafe.
Departure to Delhi 

Day 4 - Reach Delhi early in the morning

BRIEF ITINERARY
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The road journey from Delhi to Tirthan is going to be a lot of
fun. We will be dancing and playing games in the bus. We will
get to know each other as well.

We will reach Tirthan in the morning and check into our
beautiful riverside accommodation. It is known as Himachal's
Best Kept Secret away from the hustle of the crowd. Soak in
the air of the village which breathes peace.

Day 1- Check In to Riverside accommodation,
Hike to Sarchi followed by a sunset from the
picturesque meadows. O/N Tirthan 
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After brunch, we will head to Sarchi which is almost 10 km
from our locations, and after that a hike of 20-30 minutes to
reach the picturesque meadows of Tirthan. Don't forget to
capture it all in your phone as well as your heart as we will be
witnessing a crazy sunset from these meadows 

We will be staying the night in Tirthan and making memories
beside this beautiful river while gazing at the star-studded
sky.
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Today, we will be ticking off Raghupur Fort off our lists. From
Tirthan, we will leave for Shoja. After reaching our
accommodation, we will freshen up and head to 'Ghar' for a
scrumptious meal. Make sure you are packed and ready for the
night as post lunch we will leave for Raghupur Fort. The way is
covered with lush green oaks overlooking the majestic
Himalayas.

Day 2 -Post Lunch trek to Raghupur fort.
Stargazing at Night. O/N Camp Raghupur
Fort
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By the time we will reach the fort, we will be able to see a 360-
degree view of the lush green mountains. A view that will make
you forget about all your worries.

We will be camping near the fort itself under the star-studded
sky with loads of stories to tell.
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Post breakfast at our camp we will now descend to Shoja and check
in to our accommodation. We discovered a waterfall during our last
trip to Shoja. April will have the falls flowing in full force and will
make the adventurous side of you go gala over it. 
Firgun recommended things are always worth it :D 

Day 3 - Post breakfast, descend to Shoja and
freshen up. Secret Waterfall trek followed
by sunset at Firgun cafe. Departure to Delhi 
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We will then walk to Firgun Cafe to watch the sunset. At night we
will depart for Delhi with memories of a lifetime.
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Flights

28th March’24  land in Delhi International Airport BEFORE
5 PM*

2nd 1st April‘24 Depart from Delhi International Airport
AFTER 12 PM

*Kindly get in touch with the team before booking your
tickets
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Transfers to and fro Delhi in a Volvo

Internal Transfers in a Tempo traveler and a sumo car.

Transfers to Sarchi point 

Transfers to Jalori Pass 

Riverside accommodation in Tirthan on a double sharing basis

for 1 night.

Accommodation in camps at Raghupur Fort on a double sharing

basis for 1 night

Micro- Stay in Shoja 

Breakfast on all days

Dinner during camping at Raghupur Fort 

Evening snacks at Raghupur Fort during camping 

Trek to waterfall 

Hike To Sarchi 

Any entry fee required throughout the trip

Any taxes involved throughout the trip

First Aid Kit

A trip leader cum friend from Firgun Travels

INCLUSIONS
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Flight bookings (Have to be made by the trippers post

confirmation with our team)

 Lunch  on all days and dinner on day 1 and day 3

 Any tips given to locals, drivers, restaurants, etc.

Anything not mentioned in the inclusions

Any transport apart from the tempo traveler 

Any expenses due to unforeseen circumstances

EXCLUSIONS
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100% refund or carry forward by 6th January’24
40% refund or 50% carry forward by 16th January’24
No refund and No carry forward after  16th January’24

*Validity period for the carry forward amount: 6 months
from the time of cancellation

                              TOTAL COST

CANCELLATION POLICY

Rs. 11,500 if booked before 10th Jan’24  
Rs. 12,500 if booked post 10th Jan’24
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Id proof: Carry an original photo id when you come for

the trip. It can be either your passport, your Aadhar card,

or your voter id. This is Mandatory

Summer t-shirts: Carry dry-fit clothes for the waterfall

trek

Carry trekking/sports shoes

Water bottle: We are against buying plastic bottles so

kindly carry your own water bottle

Sanitizers and face masks: We urge everyone to carry

masks and sanitizers for everyone’s health benefit

Sun lotion: You don’t want your skin to burn so kindly

carry a sun lotion (SPF 50+ is advisable). We recommend

Neutrogena and Re quill

Chocolates and light snacks: Chocolates act as a source

of energy so don’t forget to carry a few. You are finally

getting an excuse to eat some of it. Carry other healthy

snacks as well.

Sim cards: All sim cards work here

Power banks: Power banks always come in handy during

trips so carry one if you can.

Things to Carry
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PAYMENT DETAILS
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BANK DETAILS:

 A/C Holder's Name: Firgun Travels pvt ltd

A/C No.: 50200066337354

RTGS/NEFT IFSC Code: HDFC0000440

You can make an online transfer/or a cash deposit.

Once it's done kindly fill out the form under PAY NOW on the
website or click BOOK NOW below.
 
In case there are any issues you can also share the reference
number/screenshot at bookings@firguntravels.com and
+919103367397 along with your Full name, contact number and
Date of Birth so we can confirm your booking. 

https://forms.gle/Fcnq86MWJFqgQqny5


PAYMENT DETAILS

You can also UPI the amount.

 Name: Firgun Travels Pvt Ltd

UPI ID- 9267924805@ybl
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